


INTRODUCTION

TOPAIRE
Precision Environmental Control Air-Conditioners

The TOPAIRE Precision Environmental Control Air-Conditioners are specifically designed and manufactured for 
cooling of sensitive machines and sensitive electronics equipment in a low-dust and low-fibres environment which 
require “quick-acting” precise temperature and humidity control such as in modern computer rooms, data processing 
centres, telecommunications exchanges, etc. The clean environment which requires to maintain a very small change 
in room temperature and humidity is necessary to ensure optimum and reliable operation of the sensitive machines 
and sensitive electronics equipment; which can generate large quantities of heat in a small space and in a short 
period of time. Every TOPAIRE PEC unit is factory wired and run-tested prior to delivery.

Clean Filtered Environment

Because machine and electronics equipment can generate large quantities of heat when in operation in a small 
area, the heat load can be 6 to 10 times higher than similar size office space. Drastic changes in heat load can also 
occur in machine rooms. As such, the TOPAIRE PEC units  must have the capability to respond quickly to drastic 
changes in heat load in order to maintain stable temperature of ±2°C within the machine room. The TOPAIRE PEC 
unit achieves this by providing higher air-flowrates per ton of cooling capacity compare with conventional “comfort 
air-conditioners”. The higher air-flowrates per ton of cooling capacity results in as high as 30 air changes per hour 
within the machine room, compare to 12 air changes per hour in normal comfort conditioned space. The high 
air changes per hour also helps to eliminate hot spots and uneven air temperatures within the machine room. 

Quick Response and Precise Temperature Control

High Sensible Cooling Capacity
Further, the higher air flowrates per ton of cooling which is incorporated in the design of the PEC unit, ensures the 
PEC unit produces very much higher sensible cooling capacity compare with latent cooling capacity. The heat load 
generated by machines and electronics equipment are almost 100% sensible heat energy.

State-of-the-Art Microprocessor Controller
The PEC air-conditioners are in-built with an advance state-of-art microprocessor based programmable controller 
which incorporates all necessary safety and protection features to ensure energy efficient, reliable and uninterrupted 
operation of the unit, for 24 hours per day and 7 days a week.

The TOPAIRE PEC units ensures the air in the equipment room is filtered, to reduce the concentration of dust and 
fibres. Excessive built-up of dust and fibres on sensitive machines and sensitive electronics equipment can cause 
damage or erratic operation of the machine and equipment.



INTRODUCTION

NOMENCLATURE

T P   (  )   ( U / D )          ( S / T )   

No. of Compressor
S-Single compressor
T-Twin Compressor 

Model Code 

Type of Supply Air Discharge
D-Down 
U-Up 

Type of System 
A - Air Cooled 
W - Water Cooled 
G - Glycol Cooled 
C - Chilled Water 
RC - Remote Air Cooled Condenser
FC - Dry Air Cooler 

TOPAIRE 
Precision Environmental Control
Air Conditioner 

Attractive Casing Cabinetry for Downflow or Upflow Discharge
The attractive and aesthetically good looking casing cabinetry of the PEC air-conditioners allows the unit to 
easily blend with the conditioned space furnitures,  fittings and other equipment. All PEC air-conditioners 
can be configured for upflow or downflow supply air discharge. For upflow configuration, the unit can either be 
fitted with a decorative supply air plenum or be connected to supply air duct. 

Different System Types and Wide Cooling Capacity Range
Computer rooms and Data Centres vary in sizes and equipment loads. As such, the TOPAIRE PEC Air-
conditioners provide different types of system each with a wide cooling capacity sizes.

TPA Series - Air-Cooled System
This system consists of an Indoor PEC air-conditioner connected by discharge and liquid refrigerant pipings to 
an outdoor TPRC remote air-cooled condenser. The compressor(s) is located within the TPA PEC air 
conditioners. 16 cooling capacity sizes are available from size 35S to 300T. Units from size 35S to 150S are 
provided with single scroll compressor(s)  and single refrigerant circuits, while sizes from 120T to 300T with 
twin scroll compressors and twin refrigerant circuits.

TPW/TPG Series - Water-Cooled/Glycol-Cooled System
This system consists of an indoor TPW/TPGG series PEC air-conditioner which is connected by galvanized steel 
water piping to a remote cooling tower or to a remote mounted glycol fluid air-cooler via a condenser water pump. 
Both the compressor(s) and the water-cooled shell and tubes condenser(s) are also located within the TPW/ 
TPG PEC air-conditioner. 16 cooling capacity sizes are available from size 35S to 300T. Units from size 35S 
to 150S are provided with single scroll compressor(s)  and single refrigerant circuits, while sizes 120T to 300T 
are provided with twin scroll compressors and twin refrigerant circuits

TPC Series - Chilled Water System
This system consists of an Indoor PEC air-conditioner which is connected by insulated chilled water supply and 
return pipings to a remote mounted chiller or to buildings central chilled water system. 13 cooling capacity sizes 
are available from size 24 to size 360.
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How to Read the Model



MONITORING / CONTROL 

(OPTIONAL)

With the user friendly menu, user will easily access to the right page for the following readings/data:

-Room Temperature ( C ) -Dehumidification 
-Room Humidity (%RH) -History information 
-Cooling Stage(s) -Compressor(s) running hours 
-Reheating Stages 

-Room Temperature Control Band 
-Room Temperature Setpoint 
-Room Humidity Setpoint 
-Room Humidity Control Band 
-Reheat Staging Control Setpoints 
-Dehumidification Control Setpoints 
-Temperature Alarm Setpoints 
-Humidity Alarm Setpoints 
-Start/Stop Delay Timer Setpoints 
-Alarm Delay Timer Setpoints

-High / low room temperature 
-High / low room humidity 
-Evaporator fan motor overload 
-Low supply air temperature 
-No Air Flow 
-Filter Dirty 
-Room temperature sensor failure 
-Room humidity sensor failure 
-Alarm shutdown 
-Compressor high / low pressure 
-Maintenance due 
-Humidifier failure 

The touch screen color display panel has graphic resolution 320 x 240 pixels, 256 colors 
with CCFL backlighting, adjustable brightness and contrast. This user friendly display panel is also 
equipped with 7 silicon rubber keys and 3 indicator LEDs. This display panel is connected to 
microprocessor to display readings and edit setpoints. With the built-in FLASH memory in the 
Microprocessor Controller, trend graph of room temperature and humidity in a selectable interval of 
time can be displayed.

The graphical touch screen color display panel offers a user friendly touch menu. Menu selection for 
input/output/unit status, Clock/Time Zone, History, User setpoints and Service setpoints are displayed 
with unique icon. Unit ON/ OFF operation is controlled by a touch button on Main Operation Screen. 

With appropriate access, the following setpoints can be viewed and changed: 

Alarm conditions are monitored with message displayed on the terminal display and turn on buzzer when 
an alarm is activated. Touch on the Alarm key will off the buzzer but message on the display will remain 
until the problem is solved. The following alarms are standard:

With add-on optional control, the following alarm and reading can be monitored: 

-Smoke Alarm 
-Under floor water detection 
-Humidification (optional) 
-No Water Flow 
-Heater Overload

OPTIONAL ITEM

The Microprocessor Controller has user friendly LCD display which is equipped with 6 silicon rubber keys. and 
are able to display readings and edit setpoints. 



WebGate is an electronic device to interface up to 16 units of 
Microprocessor Controller on a RS485 network to a local 10Mbps 
Ethernet network. Thus, information from each controller can be access 
by any PC conneted to the local network or WAN using web browser 
(Internet Explorer, or NetScape Communicator). Besides, WebGate 
can also be used to pass data to supervising PC connected to the 
network using the SNMP v1 standard protocol.

Microprocessor Web 
The optional Microprocessor Web card is used to interface Microprocessor Controller to a 10Mbps Ethernet 
network. Besides, connections to the following networks are also possible: 
-SNMP v1, v2, v3 network with TRAP 
-BACnet Ethvernet 
-BACnet over IP network 
-LAN or Internet 
-ModBus TCPIP

Microprocessor Controller can establish communication with SNMP by using either WebGate or 
Microprocessor Web card.

Optional

MONITORING / CONTROL 

In order to facilitate maintenance and service, evaporator fan and compressors run hours are recorded and 
displayed on the touch screen panel. Room temperature and humidity are recorded with one minute sampling 
interval for two weeks and are displayed at the trend graph. The last hundred events and alarms of the 
unit can be recalled and displayed. All these information are stored in EEPROM or FLASH Memory which 
not require back-up battery during power failure.

Microprocessor Controller can be connected to a traditional modem 
through RS232 connection. They can thus be controlled by remote 
stations. Besides, when a GSM modem is connected, Microprocessor 
Controller can also send important information directly by SMS 
message. The controller not only sends alarm and information, but it 
also receives commands via sms which can be used to reset alarm or 
perform necessary operations. Thus, service personnel will be able to 
reset alarm or perform other operation at remote location.

BACnet Cards
The following BACnet Communications are supported by Microprocessor 
Controller. 
a.BACnet PTP 

b.BACnet Ethernet / BACnet over IP 
c.BACnet MSTP



DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS

DESIGN FEATURES & MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The frame-work is constructed from heavy gauge galvanized steel to provide maximum strength 
and rigidity.
All side and front panels can be easily removed to allow full access to all internal components.
All casing panels are of double-walled 1 inch thick construction with sandwiched fibreglass insulation 
to ensure superior thermal insulation and low sound break-out features.
All casing panels and internal steel parts are degreased, bonderised and coated with oven baked 
polyester paint to ensure excellent finish and high corrosion resistance against rust.
The attractive and aesthetically good looking cabinetry blends easily with any interior fittings and 
furnishings.
The TOPAIRE PEC unique frame construction allows for easy configuration of either Downflow or 
Upflow air discharge patterns in the same compact casing dimensions.
The internal components are arranged and configured to allow almost full service access by opening 
the front panels only.

Framework & Cabinetry

Eight model sizes with single compressor and single refrigerant circuit; 
while another eight model sizes features twin compressors and twin 
refrigerant circuits to enhance syetem redundancy.
Compressors are of hermetically sealed, scroll type operating at 2950 
rpm at 50Hz electrical supply or 3500 rpm at 60hz electrical supply.
Scroll type compressors are more efficient, quieter in operation and 
have higher reliability compare with reciprocating type compressors.
Compressors are provided with either internal line break or solid state 
motor protection.
All compressors are provided with rotalock isolating valves for easy 
replacement of compressor(s) when required.
All compressor(s) are mounted on rubber grommets to reduce vibration 
transmission to casing panels.
Compressor(s) are compartmentalized to reduce noise break-out and 
to isolate compressor noise from the air stream.

Compressor(s)

Evaporator Coil

Model size from 35S to 60S are each provided with a direct drive double 
width, double inlet, forward curved, centrifugal fan, while model size from 
80S to 300T are each provided with belt-driven, doublewidth, double inlet, 
forward curved, centrifugal fan(s).
The blower fan(s) are AMCA certified, factory certified dynamically balanced 
and engineered for quiet and reliable operations.
All belt driven blower fans are mounted on rigid high carbon steel polish shaft 
which in turn is mounted on heavy duty self align pillow block bearings, selected 
for minimum 100,000 operating hours.
The belt driven motor is totally enclosed fan cooled type and is 
mounted on an adjustable slide base for easy belt tensioning and 
motor alignment.

Blower Fan & Motor

Coil consists of staggered rows of inner groove copper tubes mechanically expanded into die-form 
corrugated hydrophillic aluminium fins to ensure positive bonding and efficient heat transfer.
The pre-coated, hydrophillic aluminium fins has very low surface tension which prevents condensate 
from forming “bridges” between fins and eases condensate drain off; thus prevents condensate carry 
over in the air-stream.
All coils are designed for draw through application with large coil face areas, for low velocity air, to 
reduce turbulence and provide greater efficiency in the cooling and dehumidification process.
The draw through design and low face velocity through coil, ensures uniform air distribution across the 
coil, low static losses and positive sealing of the filter section.



DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS

Each refrigeration circuit is provided with a replaceable filter drier with isolating valves, sight glass, 
adjustable superheat internal expansion valves, low pressure cut-out switch to protect against low 
refrigerant charge, manual reset high pressure cut-out switch, compressor isolating valves, liquid stop 
valves, ¼ inch service access connections and compressor anti-recycle timer.

Refrigeration Circuit Accessories

DESIGN FEATURES & MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The disposal cartridge electric steam generator humidifier provides 
humidification downstream of the cooling coil. The humidifier is designed to 
allow all units at any voltage to produce full rated steam output at an 
optimum water level. The state-of-art microprocessor control panel with its 
humid interface controls directly the output of the humidifier.

Humidification (Optional)

Filters provided for model size from 35S to 60S are of 2 inches (50mm) 
deep pleated type filters with 30% efficiency based on ASHRAE 52-76; 
while for model size from 80S to 300T are of 4 inches (100mm) deep 
pleated type filters with 30% efficiency based on ASHRAE 52-76.

Filter Section

The electric reheat consists of 3 stages stainless steel finned tubular heating elements which 
are protected by thermal safety switches. The 3-stages reheat coils provide ample capacity to maintain 
room dry bulb conditions during dehumidification process, and give a more precise and controlled 
response to the reheat requirements of the room. The low watt density of the finned tubular 
elements eliminates ionization associated with open air electric resistance heating.

Electrical Reheat

A wide range of heat rejection capacities remote air-cooled condensers are available for selection 
to match different size of TOPAIRE TPRC series of PEC units, at different ambient conditions. The 
standard TPRC units are designed for vertical condenser air discharge; but can easily be field 
converted to horizontal condenser air discharge pattern. Each unit is provided with an integral 
subcooled circuit for minimum 20°F sub-cooled liquid, to prevent liquid flashing in long pipe-runs.

Each unit consists of a heavy gauge galvanised steel casing cabinetry; which is degreased, bonderised 
and coated with oven-baked polyester paint for excellent finish, weatherability and high corrosion 
resistance against rust. The condenser coils are constructed from staggered rows of inner groove copper 
tubes , mechanically expanded into die-formed corrugated hydrophillic aluminium fins, for positive 
bonding and efficient heat rejection. Hydrophillic condenser coils can withstand salt-spray test of minimum 
1000 hours. Condenser fan motors are of IP54 (minimum protection); run at 950 rpm or 1140 rpm at 
either 3 phase-50hz or 3 phase-60hz electrical supply. Condenser fan are selected for low noise 
operation. Variable fan speed control by frequency inverter to vary fan motor speed can be provided to 
control head pressure down to ambient temperature of -20°F. Ambient thermostats can also be provided 
to cycle on/off condenser fan motors for head pressure control.

Remote Air-Cooled Outdoor Condensers

Where applications require the remote condenser to be installed indoor, an air-cooled condenser unit 
with a high static, belt driven, centrifugal forward curved condenser blower can be selected for ducted 
condenser air discharge. To consult TOPAIRE SALES & SERVICES SDN BHD for appropriate 
selections and details whenever required.

Remote Air-Cooled Indoor Condensers (Optional)

Steam Generator Humidifier



AIR COOLED / GLYCOL COOLED PERFORMANCE DATA

PERFORMANCE AT 95 F AMBIENT WITH SPECIFIED CONDENSER / DRY-AIR COOLER 
NET CAPACITY (MBH) AT STANDARD AIR FLOW



PERFORMANCE AT 85 F ENTERING WATER TEMPERATURE NET CAPACITY (MBH) AT 
STANDARD AIR FLOW



DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS (SINGLE COMPRESSOR)

AIR COOLED CONDENSERS STD SELECTION AT 95 F AMBIENT, SEA LEVEL*
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DESIGN FEATURES & MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The frame-work is constructed from heavy gauge galvanized steel to provide maximum strength and 
rigidity.
All side and front panels can be easily removed to allow full access to all internal components.
All casing panels are of double-walled 1 inch thick construction with sandwiched fibreglass insulation 
to ensure superior thermal insulation and low sound break-out features.
All casing panels and internal steel parts are degreased, bonderised and coated with oven baked 
polyester paint to ensure excellent finish and high corrosion resistance against rust.
The attractive and aesthetically good looking cabinetry blends easily with any interior fittings and 
furnishings.
The TOPAIRE PEC unique frame construction allows for easy configuration of either Downflow or 
Upflow air discharge patterns in the same compact casing dimensions.
The internal components are arranged and configured to allow almost full service access by opening 
the front panels only.

Framework & Cabinetry

Evaporator Coil

Coil consists of staggered rows of inner groove copper tubes mechanically expanded into die-form 
corrugated hydrophillic aluminium fins to ensure positive bonding and efficient heat transfer.
The pre-coated, hydrophillic aluminium fins has very low surface tension which prevents condensate 
from forming “bridges” between fins and eases condensate drain off; thus prevents condensate carry 
over in the air-stream.
All coils are designed for draw through application with large coil face areas, for low velocity air, to 
reduce turbulence and provide greater efficiency in the cooling and dehumidification process.
The draw through design and low face velocity through coil, ensures uniform air distribution across the 
coil, low static losses and positive sealing of the filter section.

Model size from 24 to 30 are each provided with a direct drive double width, double inlet, 
forward curved, centrifugal fan, while model size from 108 to 360 are each provided with 
belt-driven, doublewidth, double inlet, forward curved, centrifugal fan(s).
The blower fan(s) are AMCA certified, factory certified dynamically balanced and engineered 
for quiet and reliable operations.
All belt driven blower fans are mounted on rigid high carbon steel polish shaft which in turn is 
mounted on heavy duty self align pillow block bearings, selected for minimum 100,000 operating hours.
The belt driven motor is totally enclosed fan cooled type and is mounted on 
an adjustable slide base for easy belt tensioning and motor alignment.

Blower Fan & Motor

The disposal cartridge electric steam generator humidifier provides humidification 
downstream of the cooling coil. The humidifier is designed to allow all units at any voltage to 
produce full rated steam output at an optimum water level. The state-of-art microprocessor 
control panel with its humid interface controls directly the output of the humidifier.

Humidification (Optional)

Filters provided for model size from 24 to 60 are of 2 inches (50mm) deep pleated type filters 
with 30% efficiency based on ASHRAE 52-76; while for model size from 84 to 360 are of 4 
inches (100mm) deep pleated type filters with 30% efficiency based on ASHRAE 52-76.

Filter Section

The electric reheat consists of 3 stages stainless steel finned tubular heating elements which 
are protected by thermal safety switches. The 3-stages reheat coils provide ample capacity to maintain 
room dry bulb conditions during dehumidification process, and give a more precise and controlled 
response to the reheat requirements of the room. The low watt density of the finned tubular 
elements eliminates ionization associated with open air electric resistance heating.

Electrical Reheat







CHILLED WATER PHYSICAL DATA



VALVE BODY
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